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Malaysians were calling for free and fair (clean) elections. Cambodians dressed up like the Na’vi tribe from
the Hollywood movie Avatar (2009) to protest environmental destruction for the sake of capitalist
development. See:
http://globalvoicesonline.org/2012/01/03/southeast-asia-in-2011-a-year-of-protest/
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In Brazil, the call was for free fares on “public” transportation that is in fact owned by private, for-profit
companies; in Turkey, the protest was against further development of the city center that would turn a
public park into a shopping mall. In South Korea, it was against election irregularities, and government
spying on the political opposition.
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See Giorgio Agamben, State of Exception, trans. Kevin Attell (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2005).
Carl Schmitt’s German term Ausnahme means literally “exception,” but in English the “state of emergency”
has a political meaning commensurate with “state of exception.”
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The Arab Spring initiated these events, inspiring los Indignados in Spain, as well as the Occupy Wall Street
Movements in the US and elsewhere. The British newspaper The Guardian published the “Map of the
Occupy World”). See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Occupy_movement_protest_locations
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Gustav Lebon, La psychologie des foules (1895).
Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri, Multitude: War and Democracy in the Age of Empire (New York: Penguin,
2004).
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Much has been said about the significance of social media in enabling the Arab Spring, and those
demonstrations that, globally, have followed in its lead. But the transformation may not be as radical as
some commentators have argued. If we consider as protopypical the crowd actions in spring 2011 in Tahrir
Square, we need to keep in mind the order of events. Thérèse Tierner tells us that January the before the
demonstrations, the Egyptian government shut down internet access for four days, believing that stopping
internet and cellphone access would cut off any plans to mobilize. In response, “residents left the digital
public sphere, reappropriating Cairo’s streets and reconnecting the city before gathering in Tahrir Square.”
Citing the report of Seeta Pena Gangadharan, Tierney observes that “the media blackout served to mobilize
the uprising; people went through their neighborhoods, knocking on doors and spreading the word face to
face. It was a combination of street tactics and Internet tactics that enabled the revolution.” Gangadharan’s
comments took place during a panel discussion, ISEA, Sabanchi University, Istanbul, 16 September 2011.
“[A]pproximately 93% of all Egyptian networks were unreachable by late afternoon [of January 27, 2011].
The shutdown happened within the space of a few tens of minutes, not instantaneously, which was
interpreted to reflect companies having received phone calls one at a time ordering them to shut down
access, rather than an automated system taking all providers down at once. Analysis by BGPMon showed
that only 26 BGP routs of the 2,903 routes registered to Egyptian networks remained active after the
blackout was first noticed; thus an estimated 88% of the whole Egyptian network was disconnected”
(Thérèse F. Tierney, “Disentangling Public Space: Social media and Internet Activism,” thresholds
[Revolution!] 41, Journal of the MIT Department of Architecture [spring 2013], p. 86).
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A search of Wikipedia for “global protests” by year (beginning abruptly in 2011) brings striking results.
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Hito Steyerl, cited in Pablo Martínez, “When Images Shoot,” Image(s), mon amour: Fabrications (catalogue
for solo exhibition of the Lebanese artist Rabih Mroué, Centro de Arte Dos de Mayo). Intro. Ana Isabel
Mariño Ortega (Madrid: CA2 in collaboration with SALT [Istanbul] 2013), p. 89.
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Martinez, p. 92. pp. 90-92.
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Martínez, pp. 90-92,
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Rabih Mroué, “The Pixelated Revolution,” Image(s)…Fabrications, p. 392.
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Rabih Mroué, “The Pixelated Revolution,” Image(s)…Fabrications, p. 392.
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Reporting on the number of protestors on June 30, 2013, Reuters gave the figure of 14 million, among a
population of 84 million Egyptians.
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“In my May 2012 poll, two-thirds of respondents said they supported making sharia the basis of Egytian
law. But when I probed more deeply, things became less clear: Of those who supported sharia as the basis
of law, only 17 percent said they preferred applying it literally, while 83 percent said they favored applying
the spirit of sharia but adapted to modern times. Little surprise that Egyptian commentator Muhammad
Hassanein Heikal describes Egypt as a “civil-secular country that loves religion.” See Shibley Telhami:
http://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/egypts-identity-crisis/2013/08/16/70d1459c-0524-11e3-88d6d5795fab4637_story.html )
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(1) Peninsular - a Spaniard born in Spain, (2) Criollo (fem. criolla) - a person of Spanish descent born in
Mesoamerica, (3) Indio (fem. India) - a person who is a native of, or indigenous to, Mesoamerica, and (4)
Negro (fem. Negra) - a person of African slave descent.
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See Mahmood Mamdani, Citizen and Subject, Contemporary Africa and the Legacy of Late Colonialism
(Kampala, Uganda: Fountain Publishers, 1996).
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Thomas Williamson, “Incorporating a Malaysian Nation,” Cultural Anthropology 17.3 (2002): 401-430.
“The iconography of the RM 100 note, for example, depicts the Proton (Malaysia’s ‘national automobile’) on
its assembly line along with a close-up of its engine. Other denominations feature the telecommunications
sector, Malaysia Airlines, and a Petronas oil platform” (p. 402).
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Post-colonial nations have a more prominent history of foreign direct investment, but the parallels
provide evidence for the synchronicity that characterizes the present global era.
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Jacques Derrida, Spectres of Marx: The State of the Debt, the Work of Mourning, and the New
International, trans. Peggy Kamuff (New York: Routledge, 2004). The global crowd is a possible locus of the
New International that Derrida considered necessary.
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See, for example, the 2006 Malaysian film, The Last Communist (Lelaki Komunis Terakhir), by the director
Amir Muhammad, whose "semi-musical documentary" records in images the haunting in the present of
Malaysia’s anti-capitalist past, by tracing the life of the Communist leader Chin Peng, who is still today living
in exile. The film features interviews with people in the towns in which Peng lived from birth to national
independence, interspersed with songs that are fashioned after propaganda films. Banned from screening
in Malaysia by the government's Home Affairs Ministry, The Last Communist made its world premiere at the
2006 Berlin Film Festival. It has also been shown at the Seattle International Film Festival, the London Film
Festival, the Singapore International Film Festival and the Hong Kong International Film Festival, but has
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never been publicly viewed in its home country. The film has been uploaded in its entirety on YouTube. For
an insightful discussion of this film, see Fiona Lee, “Spectral History: Exploring cold War Legacies in
Malay(si)an Decolonization through the Historical Documentaries of Amir Muhammad,” Ph.D. Dissertation,
Department of English, CUNY Graduate Center, 2013.
22
As prime minister, Mahathir used the model of “Malaysia Incorporated” to define the country, where
“’even the unskilled worker or the hawker plays a role in the economic sector and is therefore involved in
the Malaysia Incorporated concept’” (cited in Williamson, p. 408).
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Williamson, p. 411.
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See Williamson, pp. 410-11.
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Following the 1997 crisis, tens of thousands of Malaysians assembled in dramatic public protests, fearing
immigrant unrest, and the possibility that their ethnic supremacy would be undermined (Williamson, 417).
An Internal Security Act reflected concern that because of the immigrant population might make trouble, a
strong police state is necessary because at any time, ethnic violence might break out (Williamson, p. 417)
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We can make this point by reference to Walter Benjamin’s theory of translation, whereby both languages
involved in the process are transformed (see Lee, “Spectral History”)
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Neither al-Qaida nor the military state can practice effectively without secrecy. The fact that they share
this situation says a great deal against both these forms.
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